
Trimble Geo 7X Handheld

The rugged Trimble® Geo 7X handheld with Trimble 

Access™ software is a complete solution designed 

to make both high-accuracy surveying and 

handheld point measurement easier, more efficient, 

and more flexible. 

Trimble producTiviTy, 
handheld convenience
The Trimble Geo 7X combines the functionality 

of  high-accuracy field work with the flexibility and 

convenience of handheld positioning in one device. 

The Trimble Geo 7X can be used mounted 

on a survey rod with an external antenna for 

survey-grade accuracy and when connected to 

Trimble VRS™ technology, it serves as an advanced 

and highly productive network rover. Take it off the 

rod and seamlessly switch to its integrated antenna 

for handheld point measurement with easy access 

to features such as its integrated camera. 

Optimized with Trimble Access Software
Trimble Access field software features the power, 

functionality, and modularity that surveyors need 

today. It is designed to support everyday work – 

topographic surveys, staking, control, and more 

– through a familiar, easy-to-use interface that 

will ensure your instant productivity— and you’ll 

experience less of the typical downtime associated 

with learning new software. 

Its integrated 3G cellular modem allows continuous 

network and internet access for web-based 

services, Trimble VRS corrections, and live, secure 

synchronization of field and office files through 

Trimble AccessSync. 

In addition, wireless connectivity options including 

cellular and Wi-Fi technology ensure that field 

workers can remain in contact with the office and 

each other, even from remote locations. 

The Trimble Geo 7X comes with Microsoft®  

Windows® Embedded Handheld version 6.5 

Professional operating system, making it easy to use 

standard office documents in the field. 

Centimeter Accuracy in Your Hand
On the survey rod or in your hand, the Trimble Geo 

7X delivers the accuracy and speed required to 

ensure that the work of recording survey points or 

staking-out is fast and reliable. 

The Geo 7X supports signals from all existing and 

planned GNSS constellations and augmentation 

systems. In addition to being a complete network 

rover solution, when outside the network, the 

system can be used to collect GNSS data for 

postprocessing in Trimble Business Center software. 

Trimble delivers business confidence with a sound 

GNSS investment for today and long into the 

future.

Eliminate Physical Barriers to Field 
Success
For times when occupying the position is simply 

not possible due to dangerous conditions or right 

of-way challenges, utilize the detachable Geo 7X 

rangefinder accessory.  Measurements integrate 

directly into Trimble data collection software—

simply point and shoot to get the position—even 

where there are obstacles such as traffic or private 

land access limitations.

Photographs and Geotagging in the 
Field
Aiding in capturing information about an asset, 

event, or site, the Geo 7X includes a 5 megapixel 

autofocus camera with geotagging capability. The 

camera is controlled by the Trimble Access software, 

so photo capture and linking of images to survey 

data is seamless and simple to integrate with 

existing workflows. 

Designed for High Efficiency Work
The Trimble Geo 7X is fully rugged with an IP65 

rating for dust and water, and MIL-STD-810F 

ratings for drops, shock, vibration, temperature, 

altitude and humidity. 

The Trimble Geo 7X with Trimble Access software 

and services, together with Trimble VRS technology 

and Trimble Business Center software, is an 

optimal solution for surveyors facing a variety of 

work requirements. 

Key Features 

Advanced Network Rover solution

Centimeter accuracy in a handheld form 
factor

Optimized for Trimble Access field software

Capture high quality photographs and link 
directly to measured points

Wireless connectivity options include cellular 
and Wi-Fi technology
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